CASE STUDY

Birds Netting Installed Under Entryway

Location: Anahiem, CA

Bird Problem: This Anaheim entryway was a perfect canopy for nesting pigeons to build a home. Due to the amount of nests, the entryway was quickly overwhelmed by birds and bird droppings.

Product Installed: Bird Net 2000™ Heavy Duty Netting

Product Details: Bird Net 2000™ is a heavy duty polyethylene netting used to prevent birds from accessing unwanted areas. The bird netting was installed to successfully prevent the birds from physically accessing the safe canopy of the entryway.

The canopy beams provided a nook for access to shelter and a nesting location.

Netting was installed on to the existing wood beams using cable brackets.

Bird Netting is one of the most effective ways to prevent birds from nesting.

The stone colored bird netting blended well with the canopy for a low profile solution.